Simplify your workflow
Welcome to the quickest and easiest way to collect and layout points in the field. GeoPro Field’s user-friendly interface and simple but powerful controls help you work faster and more precisely. It’s compatible with most total stations and GNSS rover systems.

- Graphical user interface available on Windows® tablets
- Collect field measurements
- Exclusive for Sokkia GNSS and robotic system control
- CAD in the field functionality
- Export point files to third-party software

Easy to use interface
This is the simplest, most effective field software you’ll find. Easy-to-read icons on the bright Windows® touchscreen tablet help you complete your field work faster and with more detail.

Lightening-fast field measurements
GeoPro Field quickly collects all measured points with a code descriptor. Field measurement locations appear on the MAP view of the controller, so you instantly know how well you measured the scene.

CAD functionality
Collect more accurate and thorough field measurements the first time. GeoPro Field lets you see your field measurements on a MAP view individually, or with a background map or CAD graphics. You can make better decisions in the field and immediately determine where additional measurements are required.

Export point files almost anywhere
With GeoPro Field, you can export a point list file that can be imported into many brands of office software – saving you time and greatly reducing transcription errors compared to traditional data entry from a field book.